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> 10 high school and college classrooms

A one-hour class period
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Why is there so much genetic variation 

in natural populations?

Our goal is to test the hypothesis that:

Coevolution between hosts and parasites 

maintains genetic variation
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Concepts

- Evolution can be rapid

- That which is most fit may soon become 

least fit

- If rare genotypes have an advantage, 

genetic variation is maintained over time

- We can use simple games to test 

hypotheses about complex processes
M Peraza
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- Interpret figures

- Use collected data to decide whether to 

accept or reject a hypothesis

- Identify the assumptions of a model

- Develop additional testable hypotheses

Learning goals

M Peraza
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Standards

M Peraza

- Inheritance and Variation of Traits

- Natural Selection and Evolution

Life Sciences

AP - Science Practices

AP - Life Science

- standards 1 + 3 on evolution and 

organismal interactions 

- standards 1-4 on scientific reasoning, 

data collection and analysis, and models
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1 Core concepts



1

reciprocal evolutionary change 

between interacting species driven by natural 

selection

Coevolution is… 

E Damstra

core concepts

6M Bogdan



Why is there so much genetic variation 

in natural populations?

Coevolution between hosts and parasites 

maintains genetic variation

1
core concepts

The Red Queen hypothesis
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The Red Queen hypothesis

1
core concepts

How does 

it work?
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core concepts
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The Red Queen hypothesis
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The Red Queen hypothesis

Time
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No one genotype can take over.

Variation is maintained
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The Red Queen hypothesis

1
core concepts

Now, here you see, it takes all the running you can do, to keep in 

the same place

~ Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking Glass (1897), p50 

The Red Queen says to Alice…
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Why should we teach these concepts?

1. Coevolution shows that…

- Evolution isn’t always slow – it can be rapid

- Evolution does not progress towards a     

higher state - it’s always changing

2. Easily related to daily life – e.g. medicine, farming

core concepts

- Evolution can be non-random – selection    

from the environment drives it
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2 The game
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parasite

host

Genotype

infect resist resist resist

resist
infect

resist resist

resist resist
infect

resist

resist resist resist
infect

How to play

the game

M Peraza
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A video!

How to play

the game
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Student-generated data2
the game
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Student-generated data2

Google spreadsheet

the game
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Student-generated data2

Google spreadsheet

Calculates frequencies

the game
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Student-generated data2

Google spreadsheet
Plots data

the game
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Student-generated data2

Host

the game
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Student-generated data2

Host

Common host genotypes

*
*

*

the game
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Student-generated data2

Host

Parasite

*
*

*

* * *

Negative frequency dependence

Time-lagged oscillations

the game
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Student-generated data2

Host

Parasite

*
*

*

* * *

No one genotype can take over.

Variation is maintained

the game
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Follow-up questions

2

- Do your data support the Red Queen hypothesis? Why or why 

not?

- What do you predict would happen to host genotype 

frequencies if parasites were absent? Sketch your prediction. 

Modify the game to test your prediction.

- What assumptions does the game make? Are these realistic? If 

not, how might you modify the game to make it reflect nature?

the game
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Follow-up questions

2

- If you were planting a field, do you think yield would be 

higher if you used one genotype of your crop, or multiple 

genotypes?

Manageable primary literature– Zhu et al. 2000, Nature

“Genetic diversity and disease control in rice”

the game
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3 Resources
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3
resources

amandakylegibson.wordpress.com

Teaching & Mentoring -> Red Queen Game

Open 

access

- Googlesheet and excel spreadsheets

- Introductory powerpoint

- Sample data

- Sample worksheet

- Full video

- These slides
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3
resources

amandakylegibson.wordpress.com

amanda.gibson@emory.edu

Please contact me with questions, 

feedback and data!
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Questions?

Thomas Henry Huxley AwardAl Ruesink Teaching Award

Thanks to:
Curt Lively

Devin Drown
IU’s S318 students

Albert and Kathy Ruesink

amanda.gibson@emory.edu



What problems might your class have?



What problems might your class have?

No computers

Try fixing the population sizes at 10 

to make division by hand easier



What problems might your class have?

Step 3: reproduction

Host offspring

Parasite offspring

Parent dies

Add one matching card to 

each survivor

Add two matching cards to 

each survivor



What problems might your class have?

Step 3: reproduction

Host offspring

Parent dies

Add one matching card to 

each survivor

If you run out of matching cards, draw 

“mutants” randomly from your deck



What problems might your class have?

Step 4: population regulation

Population is fixed at 

12 hosts and 12 parasites



What problems might your class have?

Step 4: population regulation

Sample randomly from reserves
Immigration

Fewer than 12 offspring?



What problems might your class have?

Step 4: population regulation

Sample randomly from reserves
Immigration

Fewer than 12 offspring?

This is even true if the parasite 

totally fails (i.e. 0 offspring)



What problems might your class have?

Step 4: population regulation

Randomly discard to reserve
Carrying capacity

More than 12 offspring?



What problems might your class have?

Common complaints

- It takes too long and is too repetitive – we get it already!

- solution: can be done in a minimum of 10 generations

- There’s no winner

- Solution: none! That’s the whole point.

- It’s not realistic

- Solution: good point! How would you re-design it?



The basic framework of the game can 

easily be adapted to teach other 

concepts in evolution



The basic framework of the game can 

easily be adapted to teach other 

concepts in evolution

amanda.gibson@emory.edu

If you modify the game, I’d love to hear about it!



Some ideas for adaptations

Genetic Drift

- Groups play the game without the parasite with 6, 12, 

and 20 cards

- Populations will all lose variation, with different 

genotypes fixing in each population

- Does population size affect the rate of loss of variation?



Some ideas for adaptations

Genetic drift vs. selection

- Play the game with the parasite with 6, 12, and 20 cards

- Compare and contrast across population sizes

• Oscillatory dynamics

• Maintenance of variation

- Does selection act more efficiently in small or large 

population sizes?



Some ideas for adaptations

Metapopulation thinking

- Googlesheet and excel spreadsheet calculate the 

average frequencies of genotypes across groups

- These hover around 25% across the set of groups, or 

“metapopulation”

- Why might this be?



Some ideas for adaptations

Metapopulation thinking – local adaptation

- Make a prediction: at the end of play, will your parasite 

population do better (have more matches) against your host 

population, or against another group’s host population?

- Try it!

- On average, parasites are locally adapted – i.e. they do 

better on their local host population



Some ideas for adaptations

Evolution of sex

- The Red Queen hypothesis was also developed to explain 

why so may species reproduce sexually

- Any ideas on how to test this?


